




Growing Horns

As part of prescriptive medication, a recipe is intended to aleviate or cure. Instructions for 
personalized application make up its structure as much as its ingredients. The ingredients are 
composed of a 'basis' intended to cure (curare), an 'adjuvant' to assist its action and make the 
curing process quick (cito), a 'corrective' to prevent or lessen any undesirable effects (tuto) 
and a 'vehicle' or 'excipient' to make it suitable for administration and more pleasurable to the 
patient (jucunde). 

Ordinarily a recipe can be an oral or written assignment of specific tasks that make up a new 
compound entity. Successfully mixed or performed, it will result in a specific desired outcome. 
Therefore the rules that make up the structure of a given recipe are compulsory and need to be 
followed precisely. Changes to the structure have consequence of varying proportion and cer-
tain alterations or omissions might lead to a complete failure to achieve the desired result, like 
bread that doesn’t rise or a cream that stimulates a rash.

A recipe can serve to reconstruct a feeling of identity in a place where one is not at home. It is 
a means to create an object of familiar features within an unfamiliar context. Since base ingre-
dients might be found universally the recipe allows for a translation, for an ideal transportation.

Naively put, identity is that part of us linked intrinsically to certain feelings, places, people 
and things we’ve known over time. Language plays a role, as well as experience. The things 
and people that have touched us and that make up the fragments of our mobile body-born self. 
If permanence as time spent consecutively in a certain place plays less of a role in a lifestyle 
unconfined to any one geography or any certain group, and if what we share with others is 
always different, then we grow more focused on commonalities, while also needing to cons-
tantly translate the solid relics of our past attachments. As with any successful translation, we 
gain while also losing. We lose bits and pieces of what is so clear and close, while desperately 
trying to pass it through the various sociological, ideological, emotional, and physical filters of 
a different environment. The conversion might hurt at times. 

But, since change is neither good nor bad, it cannot really be considered a loss. Rendering our-
selves capable of fragmentation allows a provisional state which enables futility. Recipes are 
tools for us; we encompass these portable instructions. In exchanging ingredients from specific 
realities for new material, we are ultimately grasping for understanding. 

Afterall a recipe provides cure for the pain we feel while we use it to communicate difference.
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